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Digital Signage in the Quick 
Service Restaurant Industry
The Quick Service Restaurant business is undergoing some of its most dramatic changes since 
the original McDonald's started serving burgers and shakes, and digital display technology is 
increasingly central to this new kind of fast food restaurant. 

The three key trends causing the shift: self-serve, customized 
ordering; mobile pick-up; and home delivery. All three are 
changing sales patterns, in-store customer counts, and the way 
stores set up and operate. To be relevant, meet consumer 
expectations and optimize sales, operators are going to rely 
increasingly on technologies like digital and interactive signage 
— both in front of diners and behind the counter. 

By The Numbers 
The rise of gig economy-based home delivery services — from 
pure-play companies to bolt-ons like Uber Eats — is allowing 
everyone from multinational QSR chains to "Mom and Pop" 
stands to deliver fast food to residences. It's long been possible 
to order a pizza or Chinese for home delivery, but now it's just 
as easy — or easier — to get a Big Mac or Whopper brought to 
your door. 

Industry analyst TDn2K, in its latest Black Box report1, says 
to-go sales doubled in the US in 2018, and now approach 10% 
of all QSR sales in the U.S. Restaurant industry analyst Tom 
Cook told QSR Magazine2 that research shows total eating 
occasions are down nearly 4% in the past decade, primarily 
due to an aging population. “Couple that with the move to 
off-premises consumption, and you need to figure out a new 
footprint for your store. For example, you’ve got to add pick-up 
areas and probably reduce the size of your dining area because 
you have less customers in it.” 

QSR operators are also challenged by a tight labor market and 
high turnover rates that are aggravated by competition. In 
2018, the average turnover rate for US-based QSR chains was 
150% — meaning the full staff complement for a fast food 
stand, and then half again, changed over the space of 12 
months3.  

Optimizing By Screen 

With all this change, screens are critical to making things work. 
In recent years, QSR operators have adopted digital signage 
management systems and display technology to: 

• Communicate menu items, new products and promotions 
on digital menu boards above and behind the counter
• Pre-sell and promote specials and overstocks on digital 
posters
• Raise awareness of the company's community contributions 
and ties, recruit new full and part-time workers, and brand the 
chain on dining area displays. 

The more recent wave of digital display adoption has involved 
outdoor drive-thru areas, with daylight-readable screens 
replacing printed pre-sell and menu posters in a part of the 
operation that does as much as 70% of all sales. These days, 
the rise of self-service ordering has added touchscreen kiosk 
stations inside stores, allowing diners to order without 
communicating with counter staff, and pay at the screen. That's 
increased the presence of touch displays in the store, but also 
raised the need for screens at pickup counters — alerting 
diners when their orders are ready, and urging them to pick up. 

Mobile pickup adds another dimension — with consumers 
ordering off phones or other devices and then walking in, 
looking for a designated pickup area and a digital signage 
display indicating their order status. The shift to pick-up and 
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delivery has been so marked in some locations, restaurant 
operators like Chick-Fil-A are even developing stores that 
have no dining room4 or drive-thru — sites specifically tuned 
to pick-ups and deliveries. 

Driving Sales With Data 
Understanding customer behaviors and patterns enables 
operators to directly influence what people see on menu and 
promotions screens inside stores and in drive-thru lanes.

Data harvested from sales, loyalty and analytics systems can 
produce insights and directions that will then shape and 
trigger the content and even the layout of what’s on the digital 
signage screens in front of people. So, layouts and menu 
options are not only changeable by time of day and location, 
but all the way down to the segmentation on diner types.

In practical terms, what a trio of millennials sees highlighted 
on screens may differ from the promoted choices that are more 
typically going to interest an older woman. When restaurant 
operators understand typical behaviors, they can dynamically 
tailor recommendations and special offers to them on menus. 
Database rules and basic artificial intelligence can easily drive 
menus that change all day, as customer demographics and 
other influencers change. 

In drive thru lanes, technology like license plate readers can 
"recognize" plates from previous visits, tie-in with the point of 
sales and loyalty program data, and rapidly show a pre-sell 
promotion and menu display that aligns with that motorist's 
ordering patterns. 

Training For Retaining 
With staff turnover as high as it is, restaurant operators are 
looking for ways to retain the staff they have, as long as they 
can. Digital signage in what’s called “back of house” areas help 
boost training and communications for staff, particularly new 
hires.

Experience is showing those QSRs with trained, happy and 
motivated staff win — because they deliver good customer 
experiences. Out of view in break areas, digital signage screens 
raise awareness of career and professional development 
opportunities, and community involvement. They also serve 
to motivate and celebrate good work. 

More tactically, interactive displays give workers the ability to 
do self-directed training and refreshers on equipment, food 
prep and customer service tips. 

Service And Experience Matter 
QSR operators, just like retailers, understand experience needs 
to be central to their thinking as their businesses evolve. 
Technology is an enabler, but not the full answer. A self-service 
order screen needs to be intuitive, fast and easy, or people won't 
use it. People won't order ahead if it's not clear on screens or 
signs where to pick up, and when their order is ready.

Footnotes

Learn more about Digital Signage in the Quick Service Restaurant Industry.
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